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IRS opens 2023 Dirty Dozen with warning

about Employee Retention Credit claims;

increased scrutiny follows aggressive

promoters making offers too good to be

true

IR-2023-49, March 20, 2023

WASHINGTON — In a further warning to people and businesses, the Internal Revenue Service added widely

circulating promoter claims involving Employee Retention Credits as a new entry in the annual Dirty Dozen list of

tax scams.

For the start of the annual Dirty Dozen list of tax scams, the IRS spotlighted Employee Retention Credits

following blatant attempts by promoters to con ineligible people to claim the credit. Renewing several earlier

alerts, the IRS highlighted schemes from promoters who have been blasting ads on radio and the internet

touting refunds involving Employee Retention Credits, also known as ERCs. These promotions can be based on

inaccurate information related to eligibility for and computation of the credit.

"The aggressive marketing of these credits is deeply troubling and a major concern for the IRS," said IRS

Commissioner Danny Werfel. "Businesses need to think twice before filing a claim for these credits. While the

credit has provided a financial lifeline to millions of businesses, there are promoters misleading people and

businesses into thinking they can claim these credits. There are very specific guidelines around these pandemic-

era credits; they are not available to just anyone. People should remember the IRS is actively auditing and

conducting criminal investigations related to these false claims. We urge honest taxpayers not to be caught up in

these schemes."

The IRS is stepping up enforcement action involving these ERC claims, and people considering filing for these

claims – only valid during the pandemic for a limited group of businesses – should be aware they are ultimately

responsible for the accuracy of the information on their tax return. The IRS Small Business/Self-Employed
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division has trained auditors examining these types of claims, and the IRS Criminal Investigation Division is on

the lookout for promoters of fraudulent claims for credits.

Abusive ERC promotions highlight day one of the IRS annual Dirty Dozen campaign – a list of 12 scams and

schemes that put taxpayers and the tax professional community at risk of losing money, personal information,

data and more.

This annual list of schemes and scams is aimed at helping raise awareness to protect honest taxpayers from

aggressive promoters and con artists. These schemes put people at financial risk and increase the chances

people could become victims of identity theft.

Some items on the Dirty Dozen list are new and some make a return visit. While the list is not a legal document or

a formal listing of agency enforcement priorities, it is intended to alert taxpayers and the tax professional

community about various scams and schemes at large.

"Businesses should be wary of advertised schemes and direct solicitations promising tax savings that are too

good to be true," Werfel said. "They should listen to the advice of their trusted tax professional. Taxpayers should

remember that they are always responsible for the information reported on their tax returns. Improperly

claiming this credit could result in taxpayers having to repay the credit along with potential penalties and

interest."

When properly claimed, the ERC is a refundable tax credit designed for businesses that continued paying

employees while shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic or that had a significant decline in gross receipts

during the eligibility periods. The credit is not available to individuals.

Beware of ERC promotions

While many eligible employers claimed and have already received the ERC, some third parties continue to widely

advertise their services targeting taxpayers who may not be eligible for the ERC. Unfortunately, these

advertisements, along with the increased prevalence of websites touting how easy it is to qualify for the ERC,

lend an air of legitimacy to abusive claims for refund.

Tax professionals have reported receiving undue pressure from clients to participate and claim the ERC, even

when the tax professional believes the client is not entitled to the credit. The IRS encourages the tax professional

community to continue to advise clients not to file ERC claims when the tax professional believes they do not

qualify.

The IRS has been warning about this scheme since last fall, but there continue to be attempts to claim the ERC

during the 2023 tax filing season.

The IRS Office of Professional Responsibility sent a special bulletin to tax professionals on March 7 outlining core

responsibilities for ERC claims under Circular 230.
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Third party promoters of the ERC often don't accurately explain eligibility for and computation of the credit.

They may make broad arguments suggesting that all employers are eligible without evaluating an employer's

individual circumstances. For example, only recovery startup businesses are eligible for the ERC in the fourth

quarter of 2021, but these third-party promoters fail to explain this limitation. In addition, some third parties do

not inform employers that they cannot claim the ERC on wages that were reported as payroll costs in obtaining

Paycheck Protection Program loan forgiveness.

Additionally, some of these advertisements exist solely to collect the taxpayer's personally identifiable

information in exchange for false promises. The scammers then use the information to conduct identity theft.

The IRS reminds all taxpayers that the willful filing of false information and fraudulent tax forms can lead to

serious civil and criminal penalties.

Properly claiming the ERC

Eligible taxpayers can claim the ERC on an original or amended employment tax return for qualified wages paid

between March 13, 2020, and Dec. 31, 2021. However, to be eligible, employers must have:

Sustained a full or partial suspension of operations due to orders from an appropriate governmental

authority limiting commerce, travel or group meetings because of COVID-19 during 2020 or the first three

quarters of 2021,

Experienced a significant decline in gross receipts during 2020 or a decline in gross receipts during the first

three quarters of 2021, or

Qualified as a recovery startup business for the third or fourth quarters of 2021.

Reporting tax-related fraud and scams

Employers should report instances of fraud and IRS-related phishing attempts to the IRS at phishing@irs.gov

and to the  at 800-366-4484.

Besides the promotion of ERC claims to employers who are not eligible for the credit, there are many other

scams and schemes the IRS is warning individuals, businesses and tax professionals about in this year's annual

Dirty Dozen campaign.

As part of the Dirty Dozen awareness effort, the IRS encourages people to report tax-related, illegal activities

relating to ERC claims, as well as individuals who promote improper and abusive tax schemes and tax return

preparers who deliberately prepare improper returns.

To report an abusive tax scheme or a tax return preparer, people should mail or fax a completed Form 14242,

Report Suspected Abusive Tax Promotions or Preparers  and any supporting materials to the IRS Lead

Development Center in the Office of Promoter Investigations.

Mail:

Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration
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Internal Revenue Service Lead Development Center

Stop MS5040

24000 Avila Road

Laguna Niguel, California 92677-3405

Fax: 877-477-9135

Alternatively, taxpayers and tax practitioners may send the information to the IRS Whistleblower Office for

possible monetary reward.

For more information, see Abusive Tax Schemes and Abusive Tax Return Preparers.

The Dirty Dozen is a collaboration with the Security Summit initiative. Working together as the Security Summit,

the IRS, state tax agencies and the nation's tax industry have taken numerous steps over the last seven years to

warn people to watch out for common scams and schemes during tax season.
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